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1.
At the fiftieth session of the Sub-Committee the requirement for manufacturers and
subsequent distributors of lithium battery cells, batteries and products to make available a
test summary was adopted in 2.9.4 of the Model Regulations. The elements of the test
summary were incorporated in 38.3.5 of the Manual of Test and Criteria. The MDBTC has
considered how the test summary information can be made available and has developed a
sample test summary for review by the Sub-Committee. The sample test summary
addresses a single cell battery from one manufacturer. Documenting multiple cells, batteries
or products containing cells or batteries is more challenging. When a product has cells or
batteries manufactured by several suppliers and tested by individual test houses
consolidating the information can prove to be challenging. There are a number of ways to
document and make the test summary information available. The sample provided in this
paper is only one means of doing so and MDBTC believes that as long as the information is
provided the format of the form need not be specified in the Model Regulations. We have
been in consultation with other organizations including PRBA and understand that lithium
battery and battery powered products manufacturers and distributors are considering how to
comply with the new requirement and may have views on how the relevant information can
be made available.
2.
The MDBTC also believes that the new test summary should only apply to cells,
batteries or products that are produced after adoption of the requirement in national,
regional and international regulations (i.e. 1 January 2019). It will not be practical to
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require a test summary for all products previously manufactured before 1 January
2019.While considering how to complete the test summary some suggestions for
improvement were identified including:
-

Paragraph (f) should apply to products as well as cells or batteries; and

-

Paragraph (f) (iv) should apply to products as well as cells or batteries.

3.
The Sub-Committee is invited to consider the amendments suggested in this paper.
The MDBTC suggests that a discussion be held during the session to address specific
challenges related to providing the test summary including those that address multiple cells,
batteries or products. We have developed a series of questions and answers to be used to
guide the discussions and to ensure consensus in interpretation and request that they be
reviewed and considered by the Sub-Committee.
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Annex
Questions and answers related to the Test Summary (TS)
Q:
Does the TS apply to products and cells or batteries contained within products/parts
or just stand alone cells or batteries?
A:
The TS applies to the batteries themselves which ship as standalone batteries and
subsequently to the cells and batteries contained in at such time when the cell or battery is
added to a product.
Q:

Can multiple batteries/manufacturers/products be listed on one report?

A:
Yes, it is acceptable to have a single document that addresses multiple
batteries/manufacturers/products, provided all required information is stated.
Q:
Is it acceptable to list the various test houses, tests and range of revisions tested to
for the UN 38.3 revision and amendments.
A:
Yes, it is acceptable to have multiple test houses and their addresses, email etc.
information listed provided all required information is stated. The Test house is not
required to be aligned to a specific battery or product on TS when the TS covers multiple
batteries/products. It is required to have the test report number and date of test for each
cell/battery/product listed on the TS.
Q:
What is meant by physical description of cell or battery? (Should read physical
description of cell/battery/product.)
A:
A physical description is intended to provide a check for the person requesting the
TS to know that it applies to the cell/battery/product covered by the TS. i.e. if cell phone,
description could be the invoice description or marketing name of the product as the
physical description.
Q:

What does availability of report mean: “When requested?”.

A:
Any individual or entity in the supply chain may request the TS. i.e. regulator,
consumer, transport provider.
Q:

Can the TS provider require requestor to obtain from a website.

A:
Yes, it is acceptable for provider to require requestor to obtain electronically from
provider's website. The provider must ensure that the cell/battery/product has appropriate
identifiers to align to the TS.
Q:
Is the TS required for all batteries currently in the supply chain or just batteries
manufactured after the required start date for TS? (Currently scheduled to be Jan.1, 2019)
A:
The TS is required for all li-ion and li-metal batteries, batteries contained in product
shipping via airfreight on or after Jan. 1, 2019.
Q:

Is there a grace period for shippers to comply?

A:
No, all impacted suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, etc should have a method
established to obtain the TS’s as of Jan. 1, 2019. This also includes TSs for products not
manufactured but is distributed by entities in the supply chain. This includes reverse
logistics where airfreight is deployed.
Q.

What is meant by model number?

A:
The model number is what is located on the unit(s) or packaging or units covered by
the TS.
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If the TS is for a product containing batteries the model number(s) would be those of
the product.
It the TS is for standalone batteries / standalone cells, the model number would that
of the batteries/cells.
If the TS is for a battery packed with equipment, the model number would reference
the model of the battery.
Q:
If a manufacturer considers their suppliers, test house and battery data confidential
and competitive information, how would TS compliance be achieved.
A:
All 10 data elements and listed subsets of information is required to be on the TS.
As indicated above, test house information may be listed to cover a range of products.
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